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1

Objective

71
72

SO GL requires TSOs to establish a common medium - and long-term outage planning process
based on predefined standards with the following key objectives:

73

•

ENTSO-E wide harmonization of regionally differing outage planning processes

74
75

•

Harmonised data format for data exchange, which shall be an integral part of the ENTSO
for Electricity operational planning data environment

76
77

2

References

78

2.1

79
80
81
82

The following documents, in whole or in part, are normatively referenced in this document and
are indispensable for its application. For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For
undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document (including any amendments)
applies.

Normative references

83
84

•

IEC 62325-301:2018, Framework for energy market communications – Part 301:
Common information model (CIM) extensions for markets;

85
86

•

IEC 62325-351:2016, Framework for energy market communications – Part 351: CIM
European market model exchange profile;

87
88

•

IEC 62325-450:2013, Framework for energy market communications – Part 450: Profile
and context modelling rules;

89
90

•

IEC 62325-451-1:2017, Framework for energy market communications – Part 451-1:
Acknowledgement business process and contextual model for CIM Europea n market;

91
92

•

IEC 62325-451-2:2014, Framework for energy market communications - Part 451-2:
Scheduling business process and contextual model for CIM European market

93
94

2.2

Other references

95

•

The Harmonised Electricity Market Role Model;

96

•

Outage configuration document UML model and schema v1.2

97

•

Outage schedule document UML model and schema v1.2

98
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99
100

3

Abbreviations

101
CC region
CDSO
DSO

‘capacity calculation region’ means the geographic area in which
coordinated capacity calculation is applied; (Regulation (EU) No
2015/1222)
Closed Distribution System Operator
Distribution System Operator

FO

Facility Owner

SO GL

Guideline on electricity transmission system operation

NC
NRA

Network Code

OCR
OPA
OPDE
OPI
OPS
OWN
RSC
RSCSP
SGU
SO
TSO

National Regulatory Authority
Outage Coordination Region
Outage Planning Agent
Operational Planning Data Environment
Outage Planning Incompatibilities
Operational Planning and Scheduling
owners of the relevant power generating modules and the relevant
demand facilities
Regional Security Coordinator
Regional Security Coordinator Service Provider
Significant Generation Unit
System Operator
Transmission System Operator

102
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4

Business process overview

104
105
106
107

Each TSO participates in the outage planning and coordination in accordance with the principles
described in the OPS (SO GL) in order to monitor the availability status of its relevant assets
and coordinate their availability plans to ensure the operational security of the transmission
system.

108

The Outage Planning and Coordination process consists of the following steps:

109

•

Definition of Outage Coordination Regions and relevant assets

110

•

Development and update of availability plans of relevant assets

111

•

Execution of availability plans

112
113

A brief description of the aforementioned steps of the Business Process is provided in the next
table.

114

Table 1 – Steps of business process

STEPS

Brief Description

Definition of Outage
Coordination Regions and
relevant assets

In this step, TSOs ensure their participation in the outage planning of a
specific outage coordination region. Within the Outage Coordination
Region, a Regional Security Coordinator (RSC) is appointed and his role is
to facilitate, coordinate and perform tasks and provide recommendations
for the outage planning process. Next, all TSOs shall jointly develop a
methodology at least per synchronous area for the assessment of
relevant assets (if not available) and use it to define a common single list
of relevant assets.

Development and update of
availability plans of relevant
assets

In this step, it shall first appoint Outage Planning Agents (OPA), with the
task of planning the availability status of the relevant grid elements: each
TSO shall act as the OPA for each relevant grid element it operates, for all
other relevant assets, the owner shall appoint (or act as) the OPA. TSOs
and OPAs shall then assess the indicative yearly availability plans and
provide availability plans proposals for the relevant assets. Next, all TSOs
shall assess whether outage planning incompatibilities (OPI) arise from
the availability plans. In case of OPIs, all relevant parties should be
informed and find a solution to eliminate the OPIs. Once no OPIs remain,
the preliminary availability plans can be submitted, validated and then
finalized (update in the time between the finalisation of the year-ahead
outage coordination and before its real-time execution is also possible.)

Execution of availability
plans

When it comes to the real-time execution of the availability plans all
parties apply the outage planning. Postponement of outage is also
possible in case of forced outages or in case a TSO identifies that an
outage can lead the transmission system to a not secure state. Due to the
change of the network condition forecasted previously.

115
116
117

A high level overview of the Coordinated Outage Planning Process is presented in chapter 13,Examples
of Outages.
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DSO/CDSO/Facility
Owners

TSOs

RSC

OPDE

NRAs

Definition of outage coordination
regions and relevant assets

START

Define Outage Coordination Regions (OCR) and
Regional Security Coordinators (RSC)

Define common list of
relevant assets

Development and update of availability
plans of relevant assets

Provide to the RSCs Availability
Plans and Scenarios for outage
coordination (taking into
account bilateral TSO
coordination for tie-lines)

Perform Quality Check
of availability plan
(relevant assets &
timeframe)

No

Update input data based
on quality check report

Valid?
Yes
Perform regional
operational security
analyses in coordination
with other RSC

Confirm the OPIs and the
proposed solutions

Detect OPIs &
propose solutions

No
OPIs?
Yes
Prepare alternative
Avaialbility Plans and
Scenarios
Final Availability Plans
Yes
Need for
Update?

No

Execution of availability plans

Execution of Avaialbility Plans

END

119
120
121
122

Figure 1: High Level Business Process Flowchart Overview
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123

5

Requirements from the OPS

124
125

Prior to the outage planning and coordination process, a series of necessary requirements from the
OPS (SO GL) have to be fulfilled.

126
127
128

First of all, Outage Coordination Regions and Regional Security Coordinators have to be defined and
established. This is indeed a requirement, however, is also part of the process itself in case there is the
need to update and adjust the regions and the coordinators.

129
130
131

In addition, all TSOs and all other relevant roles, shall provide to the regional security coordinator all
the information necessary to detect and solve regional outage incompatibilities. If necessary, regional
security coordinator shall coordinate its analyses with other regional security coordinators.

132
133
134

Moreover, in order to achieve a regional coordination, all TSOs of an outage coordination region shall
jointly develop a regional coordination operational procedure, aimed at establishing operational
aspects for the implementation of the outage coordination in each region, which includes:

135
136

•

frequency, scope and type of coordination for, at least, the year-ahead and week-ahead
timeframes

137
138

•

practical arrangements for the provision of the year-ahead relevant grid element availability
plans by all TSOs of the outage coordination region.

139
140

Each TSO shall participate in the outage coordination process of its outage coordination region and
apply the established regional coordination operational procedures.

141
142
143
144
145

To further facilitate the coordination, each TSO shall provide to the other TSOs, DSOs, facility owners
from the same outage coordination region or regions all relevant information at its disposal on the
infrastructure projects related to the transmission system, distribution system, closed distribution
system, power generating modules, or demand facilities that may have an impact on the operation of
the control area of another TSO, DSO, CDSO within the outage coordination region.

146
147
148
149
150
151
152

In order to achieve a common way of assessment, all TSOs shall jointly develop a methodology for each
synchronous area, for assessing the relevance for the outage coordination of power generating
modules, demand facilities, and grid elements located in a transmission system or in a distribution
system, including closed distribution systems. The methodology shall be based on qualitative and
quantitative aspects that identify the impact, on a TSO’s control area, of the availability status of each
relevant asset, and which are connected directly or indirectly to another TSO’s control area. In
particular, the methodology shall be based on:

153
154
155
156

•

quantitative aspects based on the evaluation of changes of electrical values (such as voltages,
power flows, rotor angle) on at least one grid element of a TSO’s control area, due to the
change of availability status of a potential relevant asset located in another control area. That
evaluation shall take place on the basis of yearly common grid models.

157
158

•

thresholds on the sensitivity of the electrical values above, against which the relevant assets
will be assessed. The thresholds shall be harmonised at least per synchronous area.

159
160

•

capacity of potential relevant power generating modules or demand facilities to qualify as
SGUs;

161
162

•

qualitative aspects such as, but not limited to, the size and proximity to the borders of a control
area of potential relevant power generating modules, demand facilities or grid elements.

163
164

•

systematic relevance of all grid elements located in a transmission system or in a distribution
system which connect different control areas.
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•

165

systematic relevance of all critical network elements.

166
167

The availability status of a relevant asset shall be one of the following:

168
169

•

“available” where the relevant asset is capable of and ready for providing service regardless of
whether it is or not in operation

170

•

“unavailable” where the relevant asset is not capable of or ready for providing service

171

•

“testing”1 where the capability of the relevant asset for providing service is being tested

172
173
174

The “testing” status shall only apply when there is a potential impact on the transmission system and
for the following time periods:

175

•

between first connection and final commissioning of the relevant asset

176

•

directly following maintenance of the relevant asset

177
178

Finally, there are additional requirements that have to be fulfilled, like:

179

•

communications channels to be used

180

•

IT tools and infrastructures

181

•

Interoperability issues among the data and files exchanged

182

•

Legal issues regarding the availability and security of data, etc

183
184

However, these are out of the scope of this document and will be only tackled by the relevant
parties within the whole project.

185
186

6

Roles and Responsibilities

187
188
189

The Outage Planning and Coordination process is a rather complex and time-consuming process in
which more than one roles participate. A compilation of the relevant roles and their responsibilities,
as these derive from the OPS (GSO GL, Articles 80 and 82-103), is presented below.

190
191

6.1

TSO(s)

192
193
194

One of the most crucial roles of the process, is the TSO(s). The TSOs own and operate most of the grid
elements, while at the same time are responsible for the security of supply within their area of interest
and action.

195

Within the Outage Planning and Coordination Process, their main responsibilities are:

196

•

Setup of output coordination regions and regional security coordinators

197
198

•

Develop a regional coordination operational procedure and perform outage coordination in
their region

199

•

Provide grid scenarios and availability plans of its relevant elements accordingly

200
201

•

Share with other TSOs and other roles all the relevant information at its disposal on the
infrastructure projects related to the transmission system, distribution system, closed
– Page 11 of 36 –

1 could be also considered as a special switching state
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distribution system, power generating modules, or demand facilities that may have an impact
on the operation of the control area of another TSO and role within the outage coordination
region

202
203
204
205
206
207
208

•

Jointly develop a methodology for each synchronous area, for assessing the relevance for the
outage coordination of power generating modules, demand facilities, and grid elements
located in a transmission system or in a distribution system, including closed distribution
systems.

209
210

•

Jointly assess the relevance of grid assets and establish a single list, for each outage
coordination region, of relevant assets.

211
212

•

Inform all relevant roles about the single list of relevant assets (TSOs, DSOs, CDSOs, NRAs,
ENTSO-E, OPDE, etc).

213
214

•

Coordinate with (C)DSOs the outage planning of internal elements that are part of the (closed)
distribution system

215
216

•

Jointly assess the availability plans of the relevant assets and establish a final availability plan
of relevant assets for each outage coordination region.

217
218
219

•

Cope with the outage planning incompatibilities and coordinate to resolve them with the
application of the proposed or other solutions (analysis provided by the regional security
coordinators)

220
221

•

Inform all relevant roles about the final availability plans of the relevant assets (TSOs, DSOs,
CDSOs, NRAs, ENTSO-E OPDE, etc).

222

•

Take care of the real time execution of the availability plans of its assets.

223
224

•

Have the decision-making responsibility within Outage Planning and Coordination Process with
the important support role of the RSC.

225
226

6.2

DSO/CDSO

227
228

Similar to TSOs, (C)DSOs also own and/or operate elements in the distribution grid, while at the same
time are responsible of the security of supply within their area of interest and action.

229
230

Within the Outage Planning and Coordination Process, their main responsibilities are:

231
232

•

Plan the availability status of the relevant grid assets for which they perform duties of outage
planning agents and that are not interconnecting different control areas

233
234

•

Coordinate with TSOs the outage planning of internal elements that are part of the distribution
system

235
236

•

Coordinate with TSOs and Outage Planning Agents to resolve any outage planning
incompatibilities

237

•

Take care of the real time execution of the availability plans of its assets.

238
239

6.3

Facility Owner

240
241

The facility owners are the ones who own the power generating and demand facilities, which are some
of the key elements of the power grid.
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Within the Outage Planning and Coordination Process, their main responsibilities are:

243
244

•

Inform and coordinate with the TSOs and the Outage Planning Agents about the availability of
their assets

245

•

Take care of the real time execution of the availability plans of its assets.

246
247

6.4

Regional Security Coordinator

248
249

The regional security coordinator is performing tasks related to TSOs regional coordination, within a
capacity calculation region.

250

Within the Outage Planning and Coordination Process, its main responsibilities are:

251
252

•

Prepare an annual report and submit it to ENTSO for Electricity providing information about
the number of outage incompatibilities detected during the regional outage coordination

253

•

Perform regional outage coordination

254

•

Coordinate with other Regional Security Coordinators

255
256
257

•

Detect and solve regional outage incompatibilities by performing a security assessment and
provide the TSOs of the outage coordination region with a list of detected outage planning
incompatibilities and the proposed solutions to solve those outage planning incompatibilities

258
259

6.5

Outage Planning Agent

260
261

The outage planning agent is the entity responsible for planning the availability status of a relevant
power generating module, a relevant demand facility or a relevant grid element

262

Within the Outage Planning and Coordination Process, its main responsibilities are:

263

•

The TSO act as the outage planning agent for grid element it operates.

264

•

Provide indicative availability plans for its relevant assets.

265
266

•

Provide alternative availability plans for its relevant assets, if requested so by TSOs in case of
Outage Planning Incompatibilities

267

•

Coordinate with TSOs and DSOs to resolve any outage planning incompatibilities

268
269
270

•

If needed, launch a procedure for the amendment of the final year-ahead availability plan in
the time between the finalisation of the year-ahead outage coordination and before its realtime execution

271
272

•

Provide to the TSOs detailed information about all its relevant assets which have a “testing”
status

273
274
275
276

•

Notify the forced outages of one or more of its relevant assets to the TSO and, if connected to
a distribution system or to a closed distribution system, the DSO or the CDSO respectively, as
soon as possible following the start of the forced outage (including the reason, the expected
duration and if applicable the impact to availability plan of its other relevant assets)

277
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278

6.6

NRAs

279
280
281

National regulatory authority is a national regulatory authority designated in accordance with Article
35(1) of Directive 2009/72/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009
concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity.

282

Within the Outage Planning and Coordination Process, its main responsibilities are:

283

•

Be informed of the single list of relevant grid assets

284

•

Be informed of the availability plans of all relevant grid assets

285
286

7

High Level Business Process Description

287
288

An overview of the whole process is already presented in chapter 4, Business Process Overview. The
individual steps are further described in the next paragraphs.

289
290

8

Definition of Outage coordination regions and relevant assets

291
292
293

In order to initiate the Outage Planning and Coordination within an outage coordination region, all the
involved parties have to first define all the relevant assets that will take part in the process. The
relevant activities are summarized in the following table.

294

Activities

Responsible

Other

Deadline/

Party

Parties

Frequency

Relevant
Articles
SO GL

Definition of Outage Coordination
Regions and Regional Security
Coordinators

TSOs

RSC

-

80

OPA2
TSOs

NRA
OWN

Provision of single list of relevant
assets

DSO
CDSO
TSOs

NRA
OWN

Update of single list of relevant
assets

3 months after the
approval of the
methodology for
defining the
relevant assets
(PG CSAM)
Before 1st of July
of each calendar
year

85, 87

86, 88

DSO
CDSO

295
296
297
298
299
300
301

Table 2 - Main activities under the definition of outage coordination regions and
relevant assets step

Definition of Outage Coordination Regions and Regional Security Coordinators
First of all, all TSOs of each capacity calculation region jointly setup a regional security coordinator and
establish rules governing its operations or appoint another regional security coordinator to perform a
series of tasks, among which the regional outage coordination. Next, the outage coordination regions
– Page 14 of 36 –
2 The OPA can be either the TSO, or the (C)DSO, or the Facility Owner, or other. Based on the activity,

different party can be assigned this role.
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302
303
304

are defined. In principle, the outage coordination regions within which the TSOs proceed to outage
coordination are at least equal to the capacity calculation regions. The TSOs of two or more outage
coordination regions can agree to merge them into one unique outage coordination region.

305
306
307
308
309
310
311

Provision of single list of relevant assets
TSOs apply the commonly developed methodology for assets relevance evaluation and establish a
single list, for each outage coordination region, of relevant assets for the outage coordination. TSOs
make available the list of relevant elements of each outage coordination region on the ENTSO for
Electricity operational planning data environment (OPDE) and notify at the same time their national
regulatory authorities (NRAs). In addition, TSOs also inform all the owners of the elements in the list,
such as DSOs, CDSOs, and other facility owners.

312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319

Update of single list of relevant assets
Before 1 July of each calendar year, all TSOs of each outage coordination region jointly re-assess, on
the basis of the established methodology, the relevance for the outage coordination of grid elements
located in a transmission system or a distribution system including a closed distribution system. Where
necessary, all TSOs of an outage coordination region jointly decide to update the list of relevant grid
elements of that outage coordination region before 1 August of each calendar year and make the
updated list available in the ENTSO for Electricity operational planning data environment and inform
all the involved parties.

320
321

The activities regarding the definition of outage coordination regions and regional security
coordinators are presented in the next flowchart (Figure 2).
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END

322
323
324

Figure 2: Step 1-Definition and Assessment of the relevant asset lists

325

9

Development and update of availability plans of relevant assets

326
327
328

Following the identification of the relevant elements in the outage planning and coordination process
of an outage coordination region, the availability plans of all the relevant assets have to be submitted
to the respective TSO(s) of that outage coordination region. The goal is to define the availability plans
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329
330

of all the relevant elements that are considered in the outage planning and coordination for each
outage coordination region. The actions to be taken are summarized in the following table.
Activities

Appointment of outage
planning agents

Assessment of LongTerm Indicative Plans

Provision of yearahead availability plan
proposals

Responsible

Other

Deadline/

Role

Roles

Frequency

TSOs

TSOs

OPA, DSOs, CDOs,
NRAs

-

Relevant
Articles
SO GL

Before the start of
any regional Outage
Coordination

89

Every year (or more
often)
2 Years before the
year-ahead Outage
Coordination
Repeated every 12
months

93
4,7,15 of
Regulation (EU)
No 543/2013

1st August-initial
OPA

TSOs

94

1st December-update
Every year
-

Assessment of the
availability plans for
Outage Planning
Incompatibilities

TSOs

RSCs, OPA, DSOs,
CDSOs, NRAs

Provision of
preliminary year-ahead
availability plans

TSOs

OPA, DSOs,
CDSOs

Every year between
1st August and 1st
December

95,96

Before 1st November

97

Every year

80

-

331
332
333
334

Validation of yearahead availability plans

TSOs

RSCs, OPA, DSOs,
CDSOs, NRAs

Every year between
1st August and 1st
December

Final year-ahead
availability plans

TSOs

OPA, DSOs,
CDSOs

Before 1st December

Updates to the final
year-ahead availability
plans

OPA

RSCs, TSOs, DSOs,
CDSOs

Before Real-Time
execution

98

99

Every year

100

Table 3 - Main activities under the development and update of availability plans of
relevant assets step

Appointment of outage planning agents
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335
336
337

Each TSO acts as the outage planning agent for each relevant grid element it operates. For all other
relevant assets, the owner appoints, or acts as, the outage planning agent for the concerned relevant
asset and informs the respective TSO about that appointment.

338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347

Assessment of Long-Term Indicative Plans
Two years before the start of any year-ahead outage coordination, each TSO assesses the
corresponding indicative availability plans for internal relevant assets, provided by the outage planning
agents in accordance with Articles 4, 7 and 15 of Regulation (EU) No 543/2013, and provides its
preliminary comments including any detected outage planning incompatibilities, to all affected outage
planning agents. Each TSO carries out the assessment every 12 months until the start of the year-ahead
outage coordination.

348
349
350
351
352
353

Provision of year-ahead availability plan proposals
Before 1 August of each calendar year, the outage planning agent (other than a TSO taking part in an
outage coordination region, a DSO or a CDSO) submits to the TSO(s) taking part in an outage
coordination region, and where relevant to the DSO or CDSO, an availability plan covering the following
calendar year for each of its relevant assets.

354
355
356

In the period between 1 August and 1 December of each calendar year, the outage planning agent has
the right to request the TSO(s) to amend the availability plan submitted. The TSO(s) examine the
requests for amendment after the year-ahead outage coordination has been finalised:

357

•

respecting the order in which the amendment requests were received

358
359

•

following the procedure described in the activity “Updates to the final year-ahead availability
plans”

360
361
362
363
364

Assessment of the availability plans for Outage Planning Incompatibilities
Each TSO assesses on a year-ahead timeframe whether outage planning incompatibilities arise from
the availability plans. When a TSO detects outage planning incompatibilities, it performs the following
actions:

365
366

•

inform each affected outage planning agent of the conditions it shall fulfil to mitigate the
detected outage planning incompatibilities

367
368

•

the TSO may request that one or more outage planning agents submit an alternative
availability plan fulfilling the aforementioned conditions

369
370

•

the TSO repeats the assessment to determine whether any outage planning incompatibilities
remain

371
372
373
374
375
376

Following a TSO’s request, if the outage planning agent fails to submit an alternative availability plan
aimed at mitigating all outage planning incompatibilities, the TSO develop an alternative availability
plan which:
•

takes into account the impact reported by the affected outage planning agents as well as the
DSO or CDSO where relevant
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377
378

•

limits the changes in the alternative availability plan to what is strictly necessary to mitigate
the outage planning incompatibilities

379
380
381
382

•

notifies its national regulatory authority, the affected DSOs and CDSOs if any, and the affected
outage planning agents about the alternative availability plan, including the reasons for
developing it, as well as the impact reported by the affected outage planning agents and,
where relevant, the DSO or CDSO.

383
384
385
386
387
388
389

Provision of preliminary year-ahead availability plans
Before 1 November of each calendar year, each TSO provides to all other TSOs, via the ENTSO for
Electricity operational planning data environment, the preliminary year-ahead availability plans for the
following calendar year relative to all the internal relevant assets. Additionally, each TSO provides the
DSO and/or CDSO the preliminary year-ahead availability plan for every internal relevant asset located
in the distribution and/or closed distribution system

390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398

Validation of year-ahead availability plans
Each TSO analyses whether any outage planning incompatibility arises when taking into account all the
preliminary availability plans on a year-ahead timeframe. If a TSO detects an outage planning
incompatibility, the involved TSOs of the outage coordination region(s) concerned jointly identify a
solution in coordination with the concerned outage planning agents, DSOs and CDSOs, using the means
at their disposal, while respecting to the extent possible the availability plans submitted by outage
planning agents (which are neither a TSO taking part in an outage coordination region, nor a DSO or a
CDSO).

399
400

In case solution is identified, all TSOs of the concerned outage coordination region(s) update and
validate the year-ahead availability plans for all relevant assets.

401

In case no solution is identified, each TSO takes the following actions:

402
403

•

forces to “available” all the “unavailable” or “testing” statuses for the internal relevant assets
involved in an outage planning incompatibility during the period concerned

404
405
406
407

•

notifies the actions taken to the relevant national regulatory authorities, the affected DSOs or
CDSOs, if any, and the affected outage planning agents of the actions taken including the
rationale for such actions, the impact reported by affected outage planning agents and the
DSO or CDSO where relevant

408
409

Consequently, all TSOs of the concerned outage coordination regions update and validate the yearahead availability plans for all relevant assets

410
411
412

Final year-ahead availability plans
Before 1 December of each calendar year, each TSO:

413

•

finalises the year-ahead outage coordination of internal relevant assets

414
415

•

finalises the year-ahead availability plans for internal relevant assets and upload them on the
ENTSO for Electricity operational planning data environment

416
417

At the same time each TSO provides to its outage planning agent, DSO and CDSO the final year-ahead
availability plan for each internal relevant asset.

418
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419
420
421
422

Updates to the final year-ahead availability plans
The outage planning agent and/or a TSO are able to launch a procedure for the amendment of the final
year-ahead availability plan (for the assets they act as outage planning agent) in the time between the
finalisation of the year-ahead outage coordination and before its real-time execution.

423

In case of a request for amendment by the outage planning agent, the following actions take place:

424
425

•

the recipient TSO acknowledges the request and assesses as soon as reasonably practicable
whether the amendment leads to outage planning incompatibilities

426
427
428

•

in case outage planning incompatibilities are detected, the involved TSOs of the outage
coordination region jointly identify a solution in coordination with the outage planning agents
concerned and if relevant, the DSOs and CDSOs, using the means at their disposal

429
430
431
432
433

•

in case no outage planning incompatibility has been detected or if no outage planning
incompatibility remains after coordination among the relevant parties, the recipient TSO
validates the requested amendment, and the TSOs concerned consequently notify all affected
parties, and update the final year-ahead availability plan on the ENTSO for Electricity
operational planning data environment

434
435

•

in case no solution is found for outage planning incompatibilities the receiving TSO rejects the
requested amendment.

436
437

In case of a request for amendment by a TSO, the following actions take place:

438
439
440

•

the requesting TSO prepares a proposal for amendment to the year-ahead availability plan,
including an assessment of whether it could lead to outage planning incompatibilities and
submits its proposal to all other TSOs of its outage coordination region(s)

441
442
443

•

in case outage planning incompatibilities are detected, the involved TSOs of the outage
coordination region jointly identify a solution in coordination with the concerned outage
planning agents and, if relevant the DSOs and the CDSOs, using the means at their disposal

444
445
446
447

•

in case no outage planning incompatibility has been detected or if a solution to an outage
planning incompatibility is found, the concerned TSOs validate the requested amendment and
consequently they notify all affected parties and update the final year-ahead availability plan
on the ENTSO for Electricity operational planning data environment.

448
449

•

In case no solution to outage planning incompatibilities are found, the requesting TSO retracts
the procedure for amendment

450
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452

The activities regarding the development and update of availability plans of relevant assets are
presented in the next flowchart (Figure 3).

453
Outage Planning Agent (OPA)
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454
Validation of year-ahead availability plans
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460
461
462
463
464

Figure 3: Planning of Assets Availability

Note 1: overlapping of process boxes means that more than one roles are involved in the respective
process
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466

Note 2: RSCs may be involved in the activities of OPI detection, therefore highlighted with a dashed
line

467

10 Execution of availability plans

468
469
470
471
472

In this final step the goal is the execution of the availability plans of all the relevant elements that were
considered in the outage planning and coordination for each outage coordination region. The actions
to be taken to are summarized in the following table. It is important to mention that all of the details
regarding the execution of availability plans are directly taken from the OPS (SO GL) and it is up to TSOs
to align on a common interpretation and level of detail for the requested activities.

473

Activities

Responsible

Other

Deadline/

Relevant Articles

Role

Roles

Frequency

SO GL

OPA

TSOs,
DSOs,
CDSOs,
Facility
Owners

At least one month
before the
execution of the
availability plans

101

TSOs, OPA

DSOs,
CDSOs,
Facility
Owners,
NRAs,

During the
execution of
availability plans

102

All

-

During the
execution of
availability plans

103

Information about the
elements with “testing”
status

Handling of Forced
Outages

Real-time execution of
the availability plans
474
475
476
477
478
479
480

Table 4 - Main activities under the execution of availability plans step

Information about the elements with “testing” status
The outage planning agent of a relevant asset the availability status of which has been declared as
"testing" provides the TSO, and if connected to a distribution system including closed distribution
systems, the DSO or the CDSO within one month before the start of the “testing” status with:

481

•

a detailed test plan

482
483

•

an indicative generation or consumption schedule if the concerned relevant asset is a relevant
power generating module or a relevant demand facility

484
485

•

changes to the topology of the transmission system or distribution system if the concerned
relevant asset is a relevant grid element

486
487
488
489
490

The outage planning agent updates this information soon as it is subject to any change. The TSO of a
relevant asset, the availability status of which has been declared as "testing", provides the information
received by the outage planning agent to all other TSOs of its outage coordination region(s), upon their
request. In case the relevant asset is a relevant grid element interconnecting two or more control
areas, the TSOs of the concerned control areas agree on the information to be provided.

491
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492
493
494
495
496
497

Handling of Forced Outages
Each TSO assesses the cases where a forced outage endangers its operational security and makes sure
that the “available” or “unavailable” status of other relevant assets in its control area can be changed
to “unavailable” or “available” respectively. This is valid only where no agreement is reached with
outage planning agents regarding solutions to forced outages. The TSO notifies then the national
regulatory authority accordingly.

498
499
500

The outage planning agent notifies the forced outage of one or more of its relevant assets to the TSO
and, if connected to a distribution system or to a closed distribution system, the DSO or the CDSO
respectively, as soon as possible following the start of the forced outage.

501

When notifying the forced outage, the outage planning agent provides the following information:

502

•

the reason for the forced outage

503

•

the expected duration of the forced outage

504
505

•

where applicable, the impact of the forced outage on the availability status of other relevant
assets for which it is the outage planning agent.

506
507
508
509
510
511

In case a TSO detects that one or several forced outages could lead the transmission system out of the
normal state, it informs the affected outage planning agent(s) about the time-limit at which
operational security can no longer be maintained unless their relevant asset(s) in forced outage returns
to “available” status. The outage planning agents inform the TSO whether they are capable of
respecting that time-limit and provide reasoned justifications where they are unable to respect that
time-limit.

512
513
514

In case of any amendments to the availability plan due to forced outages, the concerned TSO updates
the ENTSO for Electricity operational planning data environment (OPDE) with the most recent
information.

515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524

Real-time execution of the availability plans
When it comes to the real-time execution of the availability plans all parties make sure that the
availability plans of their assets are fulfilled. However, in case a TSO identifies that executing an
"unavailable” or “testing” status of a relevant asset leads or could lead the transmission system to go
out of normal state, it instructs the owner of the relevant asset when it is connected to the
transmission system, or the DSO or CDSO if connected to a distribution system or to a closed
distribution system, to delay the execution of that "unavailable" or “testing” status of that relevant
asset according to its instructions and to the extent possible while respecting the technical and safety
limits.

525
526
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527
528

The activities regarding the execution of availability plans are presented in the next flowchart (Figure
4: Execution of Availability Plans).
Outage Planning Agent (OPA)

TSOs

DSO/CDSO/Facility Owners

OPDE

"Testing" Elements and Forced Outages
START
Inform TSOs for
elements in "testing"
state

Inform TSOs for forced
outages

FInal Availability
Plans

Assure the status of its elements based on the Final Availability Plans

Status
"Unvailable"or
"Testing"?

No

Yes
Check if the relevant grid-related conditions are
fullfiled (as these defined by TSOs when setting
the "unavailable" status)

Conditions
Fullfiled?

Yes

No

Instruct Facility Owner to cancel the Outage

*Assess the grid security

Secure?

No

Instruct the Facility Owner
to postpone the Outage

Yes

Real Time Execution of Availability Plans
Execute Outage Planning

END

529
530
531
532
533
534
535

Figure 4: Execution of Availability Plans

Notes:
•

overlapping of process boxes means that more than one roles are involved in the respective
process

the grid security assessment could be also assigned to RSC
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11 Applicable ESMP documents

537
538

This implementation guide assumes the use of the following ESMP documen ts and contextual
and assembly models (also referred to as XSD or schema versions):

539
ESMP document

version

Outage configuration document

urn:iec62325.351:tc57wg16:451n:outageconfigurationdocument:1:3

Outage schedule document

urn:iec62325.351:tc57wg16:451n:outagescheduledocument:1:3

Confirmation document

urn:iec62325.351:tc57wg16:4512:confirmationdocument:5:1

Acknowledgement document

urn:iec62325.351:tc57wg16:4511:acknowledgementdocument:8:1

540
541
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12 Sequence diagram for planned/unplanned unavailabilities

543
544
545
546

The following sequence diagram shows the submission process for planned/unplanned
unavailabilities:

sd Submi t pl a nned una v a i l a bi l i t y i nf or ma t i on

:System operator

:Data provider
«Outage Planning Agent»

:Information receiver
«RSC»

:Information receiver

Planned unavailability
(OutageSchedule_MarketDocument)
Coordination Message
(Confirmation_MarketDocument)
Coordination Message
(Confirmation_MarketDocument)

Coordination Message
(Confirmation_MarketDocument)
Planned data summary()

Out of scope of this
document

Planned unavailability information
(OutageSchedule_MarketDocument)

Acknowledgement(Acknowledgement_MarketDocument)
This is only for
interested System
Operators

Planned unavailability information
(OutageSchedule_MarketDocument)

Merge planned unavailability information()

SO specific merged outage planning
(OutageSchedule_MarketDocument)

Global Merged outage planning
(OutageSchedule_MarketDocument)

This is for all RSCs
and interested parties
participating in the
service

547
548
549
550

Figure 5: submission process for planned/unplanned unavailabilit ies

System Operator (SO) role may represent following entities:

551

1. TSO,

552

2. DSO,

553

3. CDSO,

554

4. FO,

555

5. OPA

556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566

Initial outage planning data is provided by System operators to their Data Providers (Outage
Planning Agent) which submit data to their RSCSP.
Whenever Data Provider (Outage Planning Agent) sends updates in planned unavailability
information, the RSCSP will provide to the interested System Operator (for this particular
element) the updated planned unavailability information.
After that a coordination message is exchanged between Data Provider (Outage Planning
Agent) and Information Receiver (RSC) The purpose of the coordination message is to enable
TSOs to coordinate outages within OPC service, replacing email communication.
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568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581

The messages to be exchanged shall be related with specific outages, where coordination is
needed (outages for relevant assets).
Example messages are:
"TSO A request to modify outage timeframe”;
"TSO B approves the outage";
"TSO C requests to change the restitution time from 4 hours to 2 hours";

582

13 Outage Schedule document

583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590

Outage Schedule is defined as unavailability information which is exchanged upon the Network
Elements.

In the next step the RSCSP will merge all the most up to date unavailability plans (Out of scope
of this Implementation Guide) and will provide to all the System Operators participating in the
service, the specific TSO merged outage planning with only the information for the elements
flagged as interested for each TSO. Apart from this, the RSCSP will also publish a global
merged outage planning for RSCSPs and all the interested parties. The global merge includes
all the planned unavailability information for all the elements included in the service.

RSC or interested parties willing to receive the global merged outage planning will have to
subscribe to the service of the EIC code function.
Each outage schedule document contains fields as described in Table below:
Class

Attribute
mRID
revisionNumber

type

process.processType

OutageSchedule_MarketDocument
sender_MarketParticipant.mRID
sender_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
receiver_MarketParticipant.mRID
receiver_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
createdDateTime

Schedule_Period.timeInterval

TimeSeries

domain.mRID
mRID
Description

businessType

Remarks
Unique ID
Consecutive number
A76 = Load unavailability
A77 = Production unavailability
A78 = Transmission
unavailability,
A80 = Generation unavailability
codelist
StandardProcessTypeList
A31 = week ahead,
A32 = month ahead,
A33 = year ahead
A36 = Creation
A37 = Modification
A39 = Synchronisation process
(to be used for request for report
from market participant or for all
non-weekly, non-monthly- nonyearly report answers)
EIC code of sender
A04 = SO
A44=RSC
EIC code of receiver
A04 = SO
A44=RSC
The creation Time of the
document
AAAA-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ
The start and end of the
unavailable day as
AAAA-MM-DDTHH:MMZ
EIC Code of region
Unique ID
Cause of request
B81 Outage (OUT)
B82 Special switching state
(SSS),
B83 Testing (TEST),
--------------------------B84 AUX (Auxiliary busbar
operation),
B85 AR (Automatic reclosing),
B86 Bbprot (Busbar protection)
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project_Name.name
caseReference_Names.name
partnerCaseReference_Names.name

outage_Period.timeInterval

lastChange_MarketAgreement.createdDateTime
positiveOffset_ConstraintDuration.duration
negativeOffset_ConstraintDuration.duration
noRestitution_ConstraintDuration.type
maximumRestitution_ConstraintDuration.duration
dayTimeRestitution_ConstraintDuration.duration
nightTimeRestitution_ConstraintDuration.duration
weekEndRestitution_ConstraintDuration.duration
marketObjectStatus.status

coordination_MarketObjectStatus.status
measurement_Unit.name
unavailableCapacity_Quantity.quantity

day_MarketObjectStatus.status

week_MarketObjectStatus.status
saturday_MarketObjectStatus.status
sunday_MarketObjectStatus.status
Reason
reason.code
reason.text
RegisteredResource

mRID
name

pSRType.psrType

pSRType.powerSystemResources.highVoltageLimit
pSRType.powerSystemResources.lowVoltageLimit
Alternative_RegisteredResource

SwitchedBack_ Period

591
592

mRID

timeInterval

ProjectID, unique
Reference CaseID (mRID)
Reference Case ID (mRID) of
TSO partner for outage
matching.
The start and end of the planned
outage as
AAAA-MM-DDTHH:MMZ
The lastChange Time of the
CaseID
AAAA-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ
P[yY][mM][dD][T[hH][mM][s[.s]S]
P[yY][mM][dD][T[hH][mM][s[.s]S]
String “N”
P[yY][mM][dD][T[hH][mM][s[.s]S]
P[yY][mM][dD][T[hH][mM][s[.s]S]
P[yY][mM][dD][T[hH][mM][s[.s]S]
P[yY][mM][dD][T[hH][mM][s[.s]S]
A35 = preliminary
A36 = planned
A09 = cancelled (CAN)
A29 = Pre processed
(requested)
A34 = rejected
A37 = confirmed
MAW
The quantity value.
A03 = deactivate / permanent
A05 = active / daily (Usage
day_MarketObjectStatus.status
A05 means daytime/daylight
day_MarketObjectStatus.status
A03 means permanent)
A03 = deactivate
A05 = active
A03 = deactivate
A05 = active
A03 = deactivate
A05 = active
A95 =Complementary
information
B29 = Special Condition
remarks and Special condition
maxLength 60
codingScheme= "A01" - EIC
longname
A01 = TIE (tieline),
A02 = LINE (internal OHL or
cable),
A04 = GEN (generating unit),
A05 = LOAD (consumption unit),
A08 = BUB (busbar),
A09 = CAP (capacitor),
A10 = IND (inductor),
A11 = PPL (Power plant
connection)
A13 = Production unit
B22 = DCL (DC-Link),
B23 = SUB (Substation),
B24 = TRA (Transformer),
([0-9] + ((\. [0-9] *))
unit always "KVT"
([0-9] + ((\. [0-9] *))
unit always "KVT"
EIC or CGM code of the
alternative grid element.
The start and end where the
gridelement is online during the
outage as
AAAA-MM-DDTHH:MMZ

Table 5 - OutageSchedule Market Document
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593

14 Examples of outages

594
595
596

For better overview in the following tables only the information which is relevant for the process
is described in the examples:
Class

Attribute
mRID
revisionNumber
type

OutageSchedule_MarketDocument

process.processType
sender_MarketParticipant.mRID
sender_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
receiver_MarketParticipant.mRID
receiver_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
createdDateTime

TimeSeries

domain.mRID
mRID
Description
businessType
project_Name.name
caseReference_Names.name
outage_Period.timeInterval
lastChange_MarketAgreement.createdDateTime
positiveOffset_ConstraintDuration.duration
negativeOffset_ConstraintDuration.duration
noRestitution_ConstraintDuration.type
maximumRestitution_ConstraintDuration.duration
dayTimeRestitution_ConstraintDuration.duration
nightTimeRestitution_ConstraintDuration.duration
weekEndRestitution_ConstraintDuration.duration
marketObjectStatus.status
coordination_MarketObjectStatus.status
measurement_Unit.name
unavailableCapacity_Quantity.quantity
day_MarketObjectStatus.status
week_MarketObjectStatus.status
saturday_MarketObjectStatus.status
sunday_MarketObjectStatus.status

Reason

reason.code
reason.text

RegisteredResource

Alternative_RegisteredResource
SwitchedBack_ Period

597
598
599
600
601
602
603

mRID
name
registeredResource.pSRType.psrType
pSRType.powerSystemResources.highVoltageLimit
mRID
timeInterval

Remarks
5bf2f5131d69-4f20b96a-8f9637caf45
1
A78 = Transmission
unavailability,
A36 = Creation
10XAT-APG------Z
A04 = SO
10X1001A1001A450
A44=RSC
The creation Time of
the document
AAAA-MMDDTHH:MM:SSZ
10YAT-APG------L
AT__15000768
maintenance
B81 = OUT
AT_ProjectID001
AT__15000700
2015-1218T06:00:00Z / 201512-23T16:00:00Z
2015-1119T07:47:00Z
PoD
PoD
N
PoD
PoD
PoD
PoD
A36 = planned

A37 = confirmed
MAW
0
A05 = daily (Usage)
A05 = active
A03 = deactivate
A03 = deactivate
A95 =Complementary
information
Umbau Mastausleger,
Seilzug und Reckzeit
10T-AT-CH-00002V
codingScheme “ A01”
Słupsk-Starno HVDC
A01 = TIE (tieline),
400 unit always "KVT"
10T-AT-CH-00001X
2015-12-19T06:00Z /
2015-12-19T16:00Z

Table 6 - create planned outage
Table 6 describes a planned unavailability of TSO APG for one element in the transmission
grid.
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Class
OutageSchedule_MarketDocument

Attribute
mRID
process.processType
createdDateTime
Schedule_Period.timeInterval

TimeSeries

domain.mRID
mRID
outage_Period.timeInterval
lastChange_MarketAgreement.createdDateTime
marketObjectStatus.status
coordination_MarketObjectStatus.status

Period
timeInterval

604
605
606

Remarks
034486f72ba6-4d20-9eb9f66b8f39a808
A37 = Modification
2015-11-20T11:11:11Z
2015-12Start
18T06:00Z
2015-12End
22T16:00Z
10YAT-APG------L
AT__15000768
2015-12Start
18T06:00Z
2015-12End
22T16:00Z
2015-11-20T11:11:11Z
A36 = planned
A37 = confirmed
2015-12Start
19T06:00Z
2015-12End
19T12:00Z

Table 7 - modification planned unavailability

Table 7 illustrates a modification („A37“) of Case ID „AT__15000768“.

607
608

Example files can be requested from the OPC Project group

609
610
611
612

15 Confirmation document
Class

Attribute
mRID
type
createdDateTime
sender_MarketParticipant.mRID
sender_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
receiver_MarketParticipant.mRID
receiver_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
schedule_Period.timeInterval

Confirmation_MarketDocument
confirmed_MarketDocument.mRID
confirmed_MarketDocument.revisionNumber
domain.mRID
subject_MarketParticipant.mRID
subject_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
process.processType
Reason
(Linked to Confirmation_MarketDocument)

Confirmed_TimeSeries

Reason.code
Reason.text
mRID
version
businessType
product
objectAggregation
in_Domain.mRID
out_Domain.mRID
marketEvaluationPoint.mRID
in_MarketParticipant.mRID
out_MarketParticipant.mRID
marketAgreement.type

Remarks
Unique ID
A18 = Confirmation,
The creation Time of the
document
AAAA-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ
EIC code of sender
A04 = SO
A44=RSC
EIC code of receiver
A04 = SO
A44=RSC
The start and end of the
unavailable day as
AAAA-MM-DDTHH:MMZ
ID of the confirmed market
document
Revision number of the
confirmed market document
EIC Code of region
Not used
Not used
A37: Modification
A06: Schedule accepted
A07: Schedule partially
accepted.
A08: Schedule rejected.
May be used
Unique ID of Timeseries
Version of timeseries
Business type of the
8716867000016: Active power
A06: Resource object
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
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marketAgreement.mRID
connectingLine_RegisteredResource.mRID
measure_Unit.name
curveType
Reason
(Linked to Confirmed_TimeSeries)

reason.code
reason.text

Not used
Not used
MAW: Megawatt
Not used
A20: Time series fully rejected
B06: Time series accepted
B65: Time series partially
accepted.
Reason text

613
614
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16 Element information (OutageConfiguration_MarketDocument)

616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633

Element information is sent by System Operator to the Data Provider who submits information
to RSCI (using OutageConfiguration_MarketDocument).
Network element is considered as part of the grid treated as relevant or non -relevant asset
(defined in GLSO) on which the unavailability information is exchanged between Parties within
Outage Schedule document.
Whenever Data Provider (Outage Planning Age nt) sends element updates information, the
RSCSP will provide to the interested System Operator (for this particular element) the updated
element list information.
In the next step the RSCSP will merge all the most up to date element updates information (Out
of scope of this Implementation Guide) . Apart from this, the RSCSP will also publish a global
merged outage element list for RSCSPs and all the interested parties. The global merge list
includes all the merged elements included in the service.
The following sequence diagram shows the submission process for element update information.
sd Submi t el ement i nf or ma t i ons

:System operator

:Data provider
«Outage Planning Agent»

:Information receiver
«RSC»

:Information receiver

Element Update
(OutageConfiguration_MarketDocument)
Element update information
(OutageConfiguration_MarketDocument)
Acknowledgement(Acknowledgement_MarketDocument)

This is only for the
interested System
Operators

Out of scope of this
document

Provide new elements information
(OutageConfiguration_MarketDocument)

Merge element information()

Global merged element list
(OutageConfiguration_MarketDocument)

This is for all RSCs
and interested parties
participating in the
service

634
635
636

Figure 6: submission process for element update information
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OutageConfiguration_MarketDocument contain following fields:
Class

Attribute
mRID
type
sender_MarketParticipant.mRID
sender_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
receiver_MarketParticipant.mRID

OutageConfiguration
_MarketDocument

receiver_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
createdDateTime

process.processType
TimeSeries

registeredResource.mRID
registeredResource.name
registeredResource.location.name

registeredResource.pSRType.psrType

registeredResource.pSRType.powerSystemResources
.highVoltageLimit
registeredResource.pSRType.powerSystemResources
.lowVoltageLimit
Relevant_MarketObjectStatus
Interesting_MarketObjectStatus
Associated_Domain (Linked to Registered Resource)
CancelledTS
description
owner_MarketParticipant.mRID
startLifetime_DateAndOrTime.date
endLifetime_DateAndOrTime.date
implementation_DateAndOrTime.date
active_Measurement_Unit.name
installedGeneration_Quantity.quantity
installedConsumption_Quantity.quantity
installedReactive_Quantity.quantity
reactive_Measurement_Unit.name
Multipod_RegistredResource.mRID
Domain

mRID

Coordination_MarketParticipant
Interested_MarketParticipant

mRID

Relevant_MarketParticipant
Specific_RegisteredResource

640
641

mRID
mRID
mRID

Remarks
Unique ID
A95 - ConfigurationDocument,
EIC code of sender
A04 = SO
A44 = RSC
EIC code of receiver
A04 = SO
A44 = RSC
The creation Time of the document
AAAA-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ
A36 (Creation),
A37(Modification),
A38(Deactivation process),
A39(Synchronisation process).
EIC or CGM code of the gridelement
String - global Element longname
free text,200 letters, no restrictions
A01 = TIE (Tieline),
A02 = LINE (OHL),
A04 = GEN (Generation),
A05 = LOAD (consumption unit),
A08 = BUB (busbar),
A09 = CAP (capacitor),
A10 = IND (inductor),
A11 = PPL (powerplant-Line)
A13 = Production uni
B22 = DCL (DC-Link),
B23 = SUB (Substation),
B24 = TRA (Transformer),
Voltage Level ([0-9]+((\.[0-9]*)), unit
always "KVT"
Voltage Level ([0-9]+((\.[0-9]*)), unit
always "KVT"
A64: Relevant (Only used if an asset
is relevant)
A63: Interesting (Only used if an
asset is interesting)
EIC-Y code of the regional outage
area
Not used
String - local Element longname
Responsible TSO, EIC code of the
TSO
YYYY-MM-DD
YYYY-MM-DD
YYYY-MM-DD
MAW
value
value
value
MAW
Element EIC which is used for the
unique identification of the multipod
EIC code of the Planning Region
EIC code of the TSO
EIC code of the TSO who marked the
element as interesting
EIC code of the TSO who marked the
element as relevant.
EIC or CGM code of the specific grid
element

Table 8 - OutafeConfiguration_MarketDocument
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17 Examples element information

643
644
645

In the following tables only the information which is relevant for the process is de scribed
including examples:
Class

Attribute
mRID

OutageConfiguration
_MarketDocument

TimeSeries

type
sender_MarketParticipant.mRID
sender_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
receiver_MarketParticipant.mRID
receiver_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
createdDateTime
process.processType
registeredResource.mRID
registeredResource.name
registeredResource.location.name
registeredResource.pSRType.psrType
registeredResource.pSRType.powerSystemResources
.highVoltageLimit
Relevant_MarketObjectStatus
Interesting_MarketObjectStatus
Associated_Domain (Linked to Registered Resource)

Domain
Coordination_MarketParticipant

description
owner_MarketParticipant.mRID
startLifetime_DateAndOrTime.date
endLifetime_DateAndOrTime.date
implementation_DateAndOrTime.date
active_Measurement_Unit.name
installedGeneration_Quantity.quantity
installedConsumption_Quantity.quantity
installedReactive_Quantity.quantity
reactive_Measurement_Unit.name
Multipod_RegistredResource.mRID
mRID
mRID

Interested_MarketParticipant

mRID

Relevant_MarketParticipant
mRID
Specific_RegisteredResource

646
647
648

mRID

Remarks
d29e3d9f2e63-47529b68-283c975bd739
A95
10XPL-TSO------P
A04
10X1001A1001A450
A44
2016-01-14T10:55:00Z
A36
10T-PL-SE-000016
Słupsk-Starno HVDC
“locationname”
A01
400
A64: Relevant
Not used
EIC-Y code of the
regional outage area
Słupsk-Starno HVDC
10XPL-TSO------P
2016-01-04
2099-12-31
2016-01-04
MAW
0.0
0.0
0.0
MAW
not used
10YPL-AREA-----S
10XPL-TSO------P
10XAT-APG------Z,
10XCH-SWISSGRIDC,
10XCZ-CEPS-GRIDE,
10XDE-EON-NETZ-C,
10XDE-ENBW--TNGX,
10XDE-RWENET---W,
10XDE-VE-TRANSMK,
10XHR-HEP-OPS--A,
10X1001A1001A329,
10X1001A1001A361,
10XRO-TEL------2,
10XPL-TSO------P,
10XSI-ELES-----1.
10XCH-SWISSGRIDC,
10XCZ-CEPS-GRIDE,
10XDE-EON-NETZ-C,
10XDE-ENBW--TNGX,
Not used yet

Table 9 - illustrates creation of a new element by TSO PSE.
Example files can be requested from the OPC Project group
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Class

Attribute
mRID

OutageConfiguration_MarketDocument
TimeSeries

649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658

createdDateTime
process.processType
registeredResource.mRID
endLifetime_DateAndOrTime.date

Remarks
6c6241978036-4d30-959f3ac00ea365ec
2016-01-20T08:04:00Z
A37
10T-PL-SE-000016
2016-31-12

Table 10 - update / modification of the Elements
Table 10 illustrates deactivation of an element by using „A37-Modification” and changing the
“endLifetime_Datum” for specific time in future.
Changes of elements can only be applied by element owning TSO except field
“Interesting_MarketObjectStatus ” where each TSO may use A63 for marking element as
interesting for his TSO. This attribute shall not be populated in case that an element is marked
as non- interesting for his TSO.
Class
OutageConfiguration_MarketDocument

Attribute
mRID
type
sender_MarketParticipant.mRID
sender_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
receiver_MarketParticipant.mRID
receiver_MarketParticipant.marketRole.type
createdDateTime

TimeSeries

process.processType
registeredResource.mRID
registeredResource.name

Domain

659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667

registeredResource.pSRType.psrType
registeredResource.pSRType.powerSystemResources
.highVoltageLimit
owner_MarketParticipant.mRID
startLifetime_DateAndOrTime.date
mRID

Remarks
339eb1f191454b74-93d8b6b7a0c804b5
A95
10X1001A1001A361
A04
10X1001A1001A450
A44
2016-0115T10:55:00Z
A39
10T-PL-SE-000016
Słupsk-Starno
HVDC
A01
400
10XPL-TSO------P
2016-01-04
10YPL-AREA-----S

Table 11 - delete “interesting for” Information TSO TenneT NL
Table 11 illustrates how TSO TenneT NL marks element with registeredResource.mRID = 10TPL-SE-000016 by sending process.processType = A39 (Synchronisation) and not using
Interesting_MarketObjectStatus which means “non-interesting for” for TenneT NL.
Example files can be requested from the OPC Project group
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